
Lifecycle Management

e360 provides 
organizations 
with expert 
resources to 
manage the 

operational and lifecycle activities 
associated with IT infrastructure. 
Our experienced team applies 
a best practice approach to 
ensure key components of the IT 
infrastructure are professionally 
managed, allowing IT personnel to 
focus on delivering value to  
the business.
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e360 provides real-time 
performance monitoring 
of business-critical 
environments including 
hardware, applications, 
networks and the user 
experience. Includes the 
ability to alert, escalate 
and remediate outages 
in a proactive manner, 
resulting in a more stable 
infrastructure.

e360’s Patch Management 
Service offers the ability to 
secure desktops, servers 
and other network devices 
by proactively scanning, 
detecting and patching 
vulnerabilities of operating 
systems and third-party 
applications, preventing 
unexpected downtime and 
protecting sensitive data.

e360 provides real-time 
endpoint and entry point 
security for all of your 
endpoints including servers, 
desktops and mobile 
devices. We also provide 
comprehensive prevention 
and protection to safeguard 
infrastructure against 
cybersecurity vulnerabilities, 
malicious attacks, 
ransomware, DDoS attacks 
and more.

e360 identifies and protects 
against email threats 
before they arrive in user 
mailboxes. This includes 
assistance with managing 
users and domains, 
creating filters and sender 
lists, managing spam and 
generating reports.

e360 provides real-time 
discovery and inventory of 
IT assets that are connected 
on their networks and client 
owned devices used in  
remote locations.

Services Overview



Lifecycle Management

e360’s Methodology and Goals
In delivering Lifecycle Management Services, e360’s processes and  
methodology involve:

• Assessing the current environment 

• Developing a plan to address client requirements and best practices 

• Reviewing recommendations

• Service implementation 

• Continuous lifecycle management and optimization 

• Ongoing metrics and reporting 

With any Lifecycle Management Services deployment, our goals are to:

• Achieve seamless operations 

• Minimize downtime by proactive management of critical systems 

• Build trust that environment is professionally managed 

• Improve network availability, scalability and resiliency 

Contact us at EMS@e360.com to learn more about our Enterprise Managed Services.

About e360
e360 is an award-winning IT consultancy specializing in end-user computing, software-
defined infrastructure, DevOps and cloud, cybersecurity, and virtualization solutions 
for business, government, education and healthcare. 

For nearly three decades, countless numbers of enterprise organizations have achieved 
their business goals and objectives leveraging e360’s people, processes  
and methodology. 

Our robust services portfolio and solutions offerings include focus on: 

• End User Computing (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure and Application Virtualization)

• Software Defined Infrastructure

• Automation and Cloud

• Security and Cyber Risk Services

• Professional Services

• Enterprise Managed Services 

• Contract Management Services 

Our business and technology consultants bring years of experience and have a unique 
approach to customize to your unique needs. 

You will find that our team approach, along with the speed at which we are able to 
deliver results, truly sets us apart from our competition. This is one of the reasons we 
have successfully built relationships strong enough to last a lifetime, with both our 
employees and our clients.

e360 is committed to helping 
our clients maintain the 
maximum value of their 
technology investments, 
and to freeing up their team 
members to focus on more 
strategic business initiatives.

Through our Enterprise 
Managed Services (EMS), we 
help you align your business 
initiatives with evolving 
industry trends and obtain 
a clear understanding of 
the impact that future 
technologies will have on IT 
business value. 

Our EMS services include 
Enterprise Support Services, 
Lifecycle Management 
Services, Infrastructure 
Management Services, and 
Microsoft Support Services.
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